The UKG TeleStaff Gateway Manager
Integrate with third-party systems and easily share important data
In today’s public safety organizations, information exchange between software systems can be complex and daunting. Streamlining the
exchange of scheduling and personnel information between solutions is imperative.
Workforce productivity depends on it. But with an endless array of file formats and field definitions to figure out, the temptation to leave
disparate systems unintegrated may seem like the easiest solution.
The Gateway Manager allows you to share your UKG TeleStaffTM scheduling information to easily unify systems, saving significant time and
effort. The result: a streamlined workflow that reduces errors and decreases the waiting time for access to information.

Application features:
Easily select and share data
Defining roster data from your scheduling solution and
sending it to third-party systems is critical and should
not be a time-consuming process. After all, why should
you filter through countless fields only to settle on
information that may or may not be needed? With the
Gateway Manager, you don’t have to.
The solution provides an out-of-the-box set of
parameters already defined and ready for export to
CAD, RMS, and time and labor systems. Users simply
select which scheduling and/or personnel data to
send, without having to worry about filtering through
irrelevant fields.

Send data automatically or on demand to
where it is needed most

Key Benefits

The Gateway Manager delivers time-sensitive, tailored
scheduling and personnel data automatically or on
demand. With the Gateway Manager, exporting critical
scheduling and personnel information is a streamlined
process that helps you eliminate redundant work and
increase productivity.

• Connect disparate solutions
for a streamlined workflow

The UKGTM (Ultimate Kronos Group) strategy embraces
business alliances that offer technology solutions that
complement the UKG TeleStaff product suite. Through
our business partner relationships, we are able to offer
the public safety community integrated solutions that
remedy broader workforce challenges.

• Eliminate repetitive and
overlapping work processes
to increase accuracy
• Reduce errors with
automated, simple
exporting of information
• Deliver information faster
with connected solutions
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